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BACKGROUND
Ý / If x is a t-group, then 5 x denotes the minimal number of elements t of x that generate it as a t-group. For example, the normal subgroup w Ý / of p is an p-group via conjugation and 5 w simply denotes the minimal p number of elements of p that generate w as a normal subgroup. If t acts Ý / trivially on x we omit the subscript and write 5 x for the minimal number of generators for the group x.
Given a group t we denote by Et the augmentation ideal with integer Ý / Ý / coefficients. The C.j.n6zQaj gap of t, gap t , is the difference 5 t w Ý / 5 Et . Examples of finite and infinite groups with strictly positive generat¨s tion gap are known. In 4 Cossey, Gruenberg, and Kovacs show that if t is a finite perfect group and t j is the j-fold direct product, then Ý j / Ý / for j large enough, where x is the alternating group on 5 symbols. 5 presentation. Examples of efficient groups are finitely generated abelian Ý¨s/¨s groups see Epstein 5 , fundamental groups of closed 3-manifolds 5 , and also finite groups that have balanced presentations. Such finite groups have trivial Schur-multiplier. Whether finite groups t with trivial Schur-Ý /¨s multiplier o t are efficient was answered negatively by Swan 16 . He 2 presented examples of finite metabelian non-efficient groups. Finite metas cyclic groups however are efficient, as was shown by Wamsley 17 Lustig 14 . Let us say a few words about the relation gap. It is not difficult to write Ý / down examples of presentations p w for which и p w is strictly bigger 2 Ý / than zero Swan's groups, for example , but it seems to be difficult to find
Ý¨s/ examples with non-zero relation gap see Gruenberg 7 . Such an example would be interesting not only for group theorists, but also for topologists in view of certain questions in Low Dimensional Topology, such as WhiteÝ¨s head's domination question in dimension 2 see Harlander 10 for addi-/ tional references .
The main result of this article is to show that if t is a finitely presented group and is a given prime, then there exists an integer j such that t Ž j 2 has zero generation and zero relation gap. We also give
Qr1
conditions under which an j can be found such that the resulting group is efficient. As a consequence we show that if t is a finite group and is a prime not dividing the order of t, then there exists an integer j such that t Ž j 2 is efficient. 

EXOTIC PRESENTATIONS OF FREE AND DIRECT PRODUCTS
be a finite presentation of a group o, and suppose that s , . . . , s are to obtain a presentation for 0 t. Observe that 
, r , r r r r r . Note that in case g is equal to 1 
is the number of relations occurring in
obtained from the free product of and b
A free product version of Proposition 2.1 using 2 2 -factors is 2 4 s implicit in Metzler 15 . A direct product version using 2 2 factors is 2 4 contained in unpublished work of Metzler.
EXOTIC GENERATING SETS
In the previous section we explained how to construct exotic presentations for free and direct products. Similar thoughts yield exotic generating sets for direct products. 
Ý¨s/ Ý¨s/ torsion number of t t, t we have 5 t t, t r 5 t t, t x 2 b˜˜Ý
/ Ý¨s/ r c x 2 b and thus 5 t r 5 t t, t . For a finitely generated group t one always has the chain of inequalities¨s
t Et 2
Et r 5 t t, t .
Consequently t has zero generation gap.
CLOSING THE RELATION GAP
We now come to the main results of this article. 
Qr1
desired properties by Theorem 3.1 and the Kunneth-formula. It is important to note that attaching further copies of 2 2 results in a group that still satisfies these two properties.
" Q g b, so that w r w m , . . . , m , z , J , 1 g Q g 
Suppose next that p w is a finite presentation of a group t and p w is Q Q Q the direct product of the presentations p w presenting t t , 
FINITE EFFICIENT GROUPS
In this section we show that, in case of a finite group, direct product stabilization with 2 not only closes the relation gap, but actually leads to an efficient presentation. We start with the following LnaauU Before we begin we recall some facts about the rank of the relation module of the presentation of a finite group. Proofs of thesë s results can be found in the notes 6 of Gruenberg. If t is a finite group and p w is a finite presentation for t, then 1 1 and p w . Let g be a prime number. We clearly have 
